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Little Matty, above, came to us a bedraggled and knot-ridden mess. His coat had clumped 

in many places making moving uncomfortable (the picture on the left is of his front paws), 

he had an infection in his ears, and he couldn’t see through the hair in front of his eyes. 

But this didn’t make him grumpy and he was a delight to have in the Kennels … and look 

what a difference a haircut can make! Matty was rehomed quickly, as are most of the 

smaller dogs we have. It’s the larger breeds of dog that sometimes have to wait a while 

before their perfect families find them. We usually always have Border collies and bull 

terrier types waiting to be adopted, and while they are with us they attend weekly 

training sessions and take part in daily enrichment activities. 

 

The Tearooms has had a very busy Summer holiday 

period, with visitor numbers boosted by the opening 

of the main Foxdale road at the beginning of August. 

The Tearooms conservatory area is now dog-friendly, 

and welcomes well-behaved canine companions to 

dine with their owners.  

Diva, pictured on the left, was our first doggy diner. 

She was rehomed from us two years ago and she pops 

back regularly to say hello. 

If you want to phone ahead and book a table with the 

Tearooms, the number to use is 853409. 
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The Aviary has helped literally 

hundreds of birds this Summer, 

particularly young Herring gulls 

and corvids (jackdaws, crows, etc). 

Our more unusual visitors were a 

black swan that had been shot in 

the leg by an air gun, and a young 

heron that hadn’t been eating 

properly. Both birds were 

successfully rehabilitated and 

released back into the wild. 

Thanks to funding from the Manx Lottery we 

have been trapping, neutering and returning 

(TNR) a large number of feral cats meaning 

that the Cattery has been busier than ever. 

Little Gweneth was a stray rather than a feral. 

She was found by some workmen with her 

chest and feet stuck in black tar on a building 

site. It’s taken weeks to finally remove the last 

traces of the tar, and as soon as Gweneth’s eye 

infection clears up she will move to the main 

Cattery for adoption. 

 
And over in the Small 

Animals Unit we have our 

newest arrivals – Primrose 

the rabbit, who was 

pregnant when she arrived, 

gave birth to four healthy 

kittens at the beginning of 

September. They were 

blind and deaf at birth, and 

half the size of the pen you 

can see next to them. 

This is us at the Royal Show, meeting lots of you. We need 

as many supporters as possible to hold events on our 

behalf, and if you need any help with or advice about an 

event please contact Kerry on Kerry@manxspca.com or 

call her on 851672. 
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